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Abstract—We present a case study of feature location in
industry. We study two off-the-shelf feature location algorithms
for use as input to a software cost estimator. The feature location
algorithms that we studied map program requirements to one or
more function points. The cost estimator product, which is the
industrial context in which we study feature location, transforms
the list of function points into an estimate of the resources
necessary to implement that requirement. We chose the feature
location algorithms because they are simple to explain, deploy
and maintain as a project evolves and personnel rotate on and
off. We tested both feature location algorithms against a large
software system with a development lifespan of over 20 years. We
compared both algorithms by surveying our industrial partner
about the accuracy of the list of function points produced by
each algorithm. To provide further evidence, we compared both
algorithms against an open source benchmarking dataset. Finally,
we discuss the requirements of the industrial environment and
the ways in which it differs from the academic environment.
Our industrial partner elected to use Lucene combined with the
PageRank algorithm as their feature location algorithm because
it balanced accuracy with simplicity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Feature location is the task of mapping software requirements to the code that implements those requirements [1], [2].
Feature location is very important to the software development
process. A developer newly assigned to a project might use
feature location to find the code relating to a defect or change
request. Even an experienced developer might use feature
location to find the starting point for a defect or change request
because the relevant portion of the project has changed so
drastically that his previous understanding of it is no longer
applicable. Dedicated feature location algorithms that take into
account the structure and semantics of the project are more
useful than simple pattern matching.
Academic research has produced a wide variety of feature
location approaches (see section III). Static approaches examine the structure of the source code to find code relating
to a feature. Dynamic approaches examine the program as it
runs to trace the exact functions called by a feature. Textual
approaches employ textual analysis techniques to find the code
relating to a feature. Finally, hybrid approaches combine two
or more of the above approaches to produce a new approach.

In this paper, we study the application of feature location
in industry. The context of our study is a product for software
cost estimation. Software cost estimation is the task of approximating the time or monetary resources that a software
product will consume during development [3], [4]. In this
context, a cost estimator product takes the list of locations
in code returned by a feature location algorithm and translates
it into an estimation of the resources required to implement
that feature. The larger the number of affected locations, the
more complex the requirement. The cost estimator measures
the affected locations in terms of function points. The role
of the feature location component is to match requirement
text to a list of relevant function points to be passed to the
cost estimator. A function point is a location in a program
that represents some quantifiable amount of effort. Typically,
a function point is one of an “input”, “output”, “master file”,
“interface”, or “inquiry.” For example, an input function point
in a program might be an integer that is passed as an argument
to the program. That integer would be counted as a fixed
number of work units. A more complex input, such as a string,
would be counted as a higher number of work units. Function
points are a superior measure of software size than source
lines of code (SLOC) [5], [6], [7], [8]. We discuss function
points and cost estimation in greater detail in the Background
Section IV-A.
Our industrial partner is tasked with developing and maintaining programs of varying size and complexity for the United
States Department of Defense. Choosing a feature location algorithm for this environment requires balancing accuracy with
simplicity and ease-of-deployment. As programmers rotate on
and off the project they will need to be able to learn and use
the algorithm and explain its results to their superiors. The
algorithm should be able to deal with changing requirements
as it will be used to estimate the resources required for
proposed changes. The algorithm should be usable in the field
to estimate the effort required to alter a program currently
in use when unforeseen challenges or use cases arise. This
contrasts with the academic research environment where the
goal is to advance the state of the art by devising an algorithm
with better precision and recall. In Section VIII, we expand

on these differences between academic and industrial use of
feature location, and discuss our lessons learned.
We report on our experience adapting two feature location
algorithms to a large legacy United States Army system written
in Ada and having a development lifespan of over 20 years.
This system runs on specialized hardware, making dynamic
feature location algorithms impractical as they require collecting execution traces every time the algorithm is to be
run. Therefore we chose two textual/static feature location approaches. The first algorithm used Lucene to map requirement
text to function points. The second algorithm used Lucene in
combination with the PageRank algorithm [9]. We present our
algorithms, our experiences using the algorithms including the
requirements and concerns of our industrial partner, and our
recommendations for others with similar needs. Put briefly,
we found that combining Lucene with PageRank provided
the best balance between good performance and simplicity of
deployment.
II. T HE P ROBLEM
We study the problem of applying feature location in an
industrial setting, in the context of a cost estimation product.
The cost estimation product is able to predict the expense of
different components in code. However, it has a drawback in
that it is not able to predict the expense of different features.
This drawback is serious for some organizations, notably the
U.S. Navy [10], because features can change rapidly over the
lifetime of a software system. Cost estimations on one version
of the software will not necessarily apply to the next.
The Navy currently relies on measures such as SLOC to
estimate the time and effort required for a project. SLOC
varies between languages, even languages in the same family
such as Java and C++. Estimating the SLOC that will be
introduced into a project by a new feature ultimately requires
a subject matter expert (SME). A SME is not only someone
who is familiar with the problem domain, but also someone
who is familiar with the code. A SME must manually analyze
the current state of the project and the new requirements
and estimate the number of SLOC that will be introduced.
The resulting estimates are varied and ultimately subjective.
Different SMEs can disagree on the amount of effort required
for a change. SMEs are likely to know certain components
of the project better than others. A SME might have an
outdated understanding of a particular component because it
has recently changed. This creates a risk for project managers
who are tasked with avoiding cost overruns while making sure
a program can fully implement its requirements.
Function points provide an alternative metric that is more
stable than SLOC. Calculating function points automatically
eliminates the need for SMEs to estimate the cost of features.
The number of function points changes more slowly as the
program evolves. This provides a more accurate picture of the
changes in the program’s complexity since it measures the
complexity of the changed code in terms of its interaction
with the rest of the program rather than strictly in terms of its

size. Function points are language-neutral, allowing accurate
complexity analysis of projects with components written in
multiple languages. Finally, function points provide a more
high-level description of the complexity of a program or a
feature. They quantify the interactions between the project
components and provide a stable metric of project size. Function points do not, however, provide a ready means of grouping
existing function points by feature, nor do they provide a
means of estimating how many new function points will be
introduced by a feature without the judgment of a SME.
Feature location has the potential to solve this problem.
Feature location techniques produce a mapping of features
to source code. Features can be described verbally or by the
actions taken by the user. In the first case, the text of a feature
description is analyzed to find areas in the code that match
keywords in the text. A simple case of this approach is using
the grep Unix utility to search for occurrances of the keywords
in the code. In the second case, the program is run while being
monitored and the code that runs in response to a user action
such as a mouse click is mapped to that feature. The mapping
produced by a feature location algorithm can be used to assign
costs to features: the cost of a feature is based on the cost of
the code to which the feature is mapped.
But there are many automated feature location techniques
available, and the performance of these techniques varies
in different domains. Some techniques are language-specific.
Other techniques require the user to run the program and execute the action that they want to map to code. Other techniques
are costly to implement either because they are intrinsically
complex or because they combine several approaches. In this
paper, we explore two of these techniques for the purpose
of cost estimation in Navy systems. Specifically, we seek to
map each requirement in a requirements document to a set
of function points. The function points can then be used by
the cost estimation product in order to estimate the time and
effort required for that feature. We compare the results of
each algorithm by having a SME rate the relevance of the top
ten function points returned by each algorithm. The results of
our study will improve the accuracy of the cost estimation by
helping to ensure that the feature location mapping is correct.
These results could also benefit designers of cost estimation
products in other domains.
III. R ELATED W ORK
Feature location techniques can be classified as static,
dynamic, textual, or hybrid. Biggerstaff et al. [1] formulated
the concept assignment problem and the first static feature
location approach. Chen and Rajlich [11] devised an approach
based on examining the Abstract System Dependence Graph
to find material relevant to a feature. Robillard [12] improves
upon this approach by grouping functions by specificity and
reenforcement. Marcus et al. [13] compared the available static
feature location techniques.
Dynamic approaches examine the execution of a program
to determine what parts are activated by a specific feature.
Software reconnaissance [14] compares two execution traces

of a program: one with the target feature active and one
with the target feature inactive. Eisenberg and De Volder [15]
improve upon this approach by scoring code elements on their
relevance to a feature rather than using binary judgements.
Wong emphet al. [16] examine execution slices of test cases
to determine the full scope of a feature in source code rather
than finding a likely place to start.
Marcus et al. [17] introduced textual analysis by applying
Latant Semantic Indexing (LSI) [18] to source code. This
technique was extended [19] to allow the user to mark certain
results as relevant or irrelevant to more accurately frame
the query. Grant et al. [20] applied Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) to feature location. Lukins et al. [21] use use
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [22] to find methods that
relate to a bug.
Hybrid approaches combine the results of two or more
approaches to produce a more accurate final result than any of
their individual components. Promesir [23] combines LSI with
a scenario-based probabilistic ranking by using an affine transformation. SITIR [24] uses LSI to filter the functions returned
by examining an execution trace. Revelle et al. [25] combine
SITIR with web mining to add dependency information and
achieve a better result. Dit et al. [26] used web mining and
execution traces to filter the results produced by LSI. Their
approach could use either the HITS [27] or PageRank [9]
algorithms.
Many feature location approaches must be manually tuned
to achieve the best result. Biggers et al. [28] examine five
configuration parameters and their impact on LDA systems.
Panichella et al. [29] automatically tune LDA for traceability
link recovery, feature location and software artifact labeling
using a genetic algorithm.
IV. BACKGROUND
In this section, we provide background on the function point
analysis that serves as context for our study. We also discuss
the two feature location algorithms that we test later. Note that
we discuss function points in detail because we use the feature
location techniques to match requirements text to function
points in source code (see Section IV-B for details).
A. Function Point Analysis
A function point is a location in software that represents a
measurable cost to create. Function points are calculated at the
borders of software components, e.g., among the classes in a
Java package or among the programs in a software system.
Different types of function points represent different costs. As
detailed in a well-cited study by Matson et al. [7], the typical
types of function points are:
• Inputs, which denote data that travel into a software
component, e.g., a parameter of a method inside a class
that is called by a method in a different class.
• Outputs, which denote processing or creating data that
then travel out of a component, e.g., a value that is
returned from a method in one class to a method in a
different class.

Inquiries, which are identical to outputs except that no
alterations to the data occur, e.g., returning a value that is
read from a file but to which no modifications are made.
• Internal Master Files, which are sets of logically-related
data in a component.
• External Interface Files, which are internal master files
of other components upon which a component depends.
Each of the types of function points are categorized as low,
medium, or high complexity. Then, weights are applied to the
types and levels. For example, a low-complexity input might
be counted as one “work unit”, while a high complexity output
might equal five work units. The total count of work units is
governed by the formula.
•

F =

5 X
3
X

wij ∗ zij

(1)

i=1 j=1

F is the work unit count, zij is the number of function
points of a particular type at one complexity level, and wij
is the weight assigned to the function points of that type
and complexity. For example, z13 would represent the number
of input function points at high complexity, and w22 would
be the weight assigned to output function points at medium
complexity.
Function points can be calculated manually or automatically.
The manual process involves a human expert who reads
requirements and design documentation in conjunction with
source code. The expert then marks each function point in
the documents, and computes the total function point count
at the end. Some experimental tools can calculate function
points based on design documents [30], though the state-ofthe-practice is that automated solutions focus on analyzing
source code. For example, the Object Management Group
procedures [31] emphasize analysis of code. The five function
point types and three complexity levels tend not to be different
for the automatic and manual approaches, though variations
have been proposed [32], [33].
Function points were designed in response to the use
of Source Lines of Code (SLOC) as measure of software
size [34]. The perception is that SLOC is not a dependable
metric because 1) it is highly dependent on language, and 2)
different lines can have very different costs even in the same
program [35]. A transition from SLOC to function points has
been proposed for decades [36], but a lack of standardization
and a large amount of legacy software have prevented some
organizations from adopting function points until recently. The
context of this paper is a transition from SLOC to function
points at the U.S. Navy [10].
B. Feature Location Techniques
Feature location is the task of matching descriptions of
the behavior of software to the source code implementation
of that behavior [2]. Feature location is an active research
area, and hundreds of variations, improvements, and domainspecific enhancements have been proposed. These different
techniques can be placed on a spectrum from text-based to

Fig. 1. Overview of the context in which we evaluate the different feature location techniques. The feature location tool (area 2) is part of a product that
estimates the cost of features. The cost estimation itself is out of the scope of this paper; our goal is to choose the feature location tool for the product. Solid
boxes indicate components that we created for our approach. Dashed lines indicate intermediate data. Section V describes this figure in detail.

structural-based. Text-based refers to techniques that match the
keywords from natural language documentation to identifier
names and comments in source code. In contrast, structuralbased techniques use clues from the structure of the source
code such as function calls and inheritance. A majority of
techniques combine both textual and structural information [2].
The remainder of this section describes two techniques for
feature location that we study in this paper. These techniques
have been proposed and evaluated elsewhere, therefore we
provide only a high-level explanation of each. We chose these
techniques because they are widely-used in industry or widelycited in literature.
1) Lucene Comparison: Lucene is a Java implementation
of the Vector Space Model (VSM) used for calculating text
similarity - a pure text-based approach. VSM is a representation of the vocabulary of a set of documents. Every document
is represented as a vector. The contents of the vector are the
words that appear in the document. Each position in the vector
is a positive integer that indicates the number of times the
word appears. To be adapted as a feature location tool, the
“documents” are typically classes or methods in a software
program. The “words” are identifier names and keywords from
the comments in those classes or methods. Thus, the VSM
generated for source code is a set of vectors, where each
vector represents one class or method, and each position in
the vector is the count of occurrences of one identifier or
word from a comment. However, the counts of occurrences
in each vector are modified using the Term Frequency/Inverse
Document Frequency (tf/idf ) formula.
tf = P

n

k

nk

(2)

In this formula, nPis the count of occurrences of the word in
a document, and k nk is the total number of occurrences of
the word in all documents. The idea behind the tf/idf formula
is that words that occur frequently in many documents are
weighted less than words that occur in only a few documents.
When Lucene is used as a feature location technique, requirements documents are compared to components of source

code. For example, a description of one requirement in a
program is matched to the classes or methods in the code. The
requirement is modeled as a vector of words, and the positions
in the vector are weighted using tf/idf. Then, the similarity
between the requirement and each class/method is calculated
using the cosine similarity between the requirement’s vector
representation and the vector representation of each class or
method. The classes/methods with the higher similarity values
are considered more likely to implement that requirement.
2) Lucene with PageRank: The second feature location
technique is a variation of the first. We apply the PageRank
algorithm [9] to produce weights for the function points in
a project. PageRank calculates the relative importance of an
entry in a set of documents which in this case are the functions
in the call graph of the project. For some function p, the initial
value is N1 , where n is the number of functions in the project.
The algorithm then sums the PageRank values for all functions
that call p and adds them to the initial value. The algorithm
can be expressed as follows:
P R(p) =

X P R(j)
1
+
N
|O(j)|

(3)

j∈I(p)

N is the number of functions in the project, textiti(p) is
the number of functions that call the function p and o(p) is
the number of functions called by p. The algorithm must be
run until the values converge. We use PageRank to assign
weights to each function in the call graph of the project. The
weight of each function is then multiplied by the Lucene
score for any function point occuring in that function to
push more important functions higher in the list of search
results. PageRank has been used as a component of previous
feature location approaches. Portfolio [37] is a code search
engine that outperforms Google Code Search at both finding
relevant functions and finding use cases for those functions.
Dit et al. [26] combined PageRank with dynamic analysis
and information retrieval to produce a feature location model
that outperformed its component techniques.

V. T HE C ONTEXT OF THE C ASE S TUDY
The context of our study is a software cost estimation
product. Figure 1 portrays this context. While the specifics of
the cost estimation technique are proprietary and beyond the
scope of this paper, we provide an overview in this section to
explain our usage scenario of the feature location tools. Our
study results and recommendations are based on this scenario.
The inputs to the product are 1) the source code, and 2) the
requirements documents associated with a software program.
The source code is written in Ada. The requirements must be
written in English, and in a format that delineates different
feature descriptions (e.g., one feature description per line,
or per section header). The output of the product is a cost
associated with each feature. Changes to the requirements
documents, such as the addition of a feature, result in a cost
based on the feature costs.
The internals of the product work generally as follows. A
function point extractor process the source code (Figure 1,
area 1) to determine the function points in the program. This
extractor is based on the Object Management Group standard
for automated function point analysis [31]. The function points
it locates fall into the categories laid out in Section IV-A. For
the version of the product in our study:
• Inputs are parameters to function calls into a class.
• Outputs are return values from function calls into a class.
• Inquiries are not distinguished from outputs (e.g., return
values were not distinguished as modified).
• Internal Master Files are all source files that contained
functions.
• External Interface Files are not included because there
were none defined by the application.
All weights are equal to one. That is, the version of the
product in our study does not distinguish among low, medium,
or high complexity function points.
The feature location tool reads the requirements documents
(Figure 1, area 2) and matches them to function points
(Figure 1, area 3). Note that the feature location tool actually
maps feature descriptions to functions (see Section VI-B).
We translate the functions to the function points by giving
the similarity value for the function to the function points in
that function. For example, consider a result from the feature
location tool where feature A is similar to function F with
a value of 0.89. If function F has two parameters that are
function points, then the product returns those function points
as having a similarity value of 0.89 to feature A. While
it is typical in academic research to connect requirements
to functions or classes, our industrial partner needed the
connections to function points for purposes of cost estimation.
This need meant that we had to translate connections from
functions to function points.
No text preprocessing is performed by the product for the
function points or the documentation. But, each feature location technique may perform its own preprocessing, including
stemming, splitting, and stop word removal. We use the default
configuration of the tools as described in the related work, or

as available when downloaded.
The cost estimator uses a statistical model to predict the
cost of each function point (Figure 1, area 4). This procedure
is similar to the state-of-the-art in cost estimation (see Section III), where the statistical model is created from records
of previous experience. Function points (and combinations of
function points) are known to have taken a concrete amount of
time, or to have required a specific number of programmers,
on earlier projects. The cost estimator links statistical averages
about these function points to the function points for each
feature. Then, the cost of each feature is estimated based on
these averages (Figure 1, area 5).
VI. C ASE S TUDY D ESIGN
This section describes the design of our case study, including our research questions, our methodology for answering
those questions, and other details about the study environment.
A. Research Questions
Our research objective is to determine which feature location technique should be used in our industrial context of
cost estimation. Performance is a key factor, but ease-of-use
is also an important practical concern for deployment. Any
increase in complexity of the solution must be justified by
a worthwhile increase in performance. As such, we pose the
following Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1 Which of the two feature location techniques has the
highest performance, as perceived by the industrial
partner?
RQ2 Which of the two feature location techniques has the
highest performance when evaluated against an open
source benchmarking data set?
RQ3 Which of the two feature location techniques has
the lowest cost to implement, as perceived by the
industrial partner?
RQ4 Which of the two feature location techniques
achieves the best balance between performance and
cost?
The rationale behind RQ1 is that quality of the results will
vary for each of the feature location techniques, and that the
industrial partner will observe these variations. The degree of
these variations will be a key factor in the decision to deploy
the techniques. Therefore, we collect information about the
quality of the results from the techniques. To supplement these
observations we test both techniques against an independent
mapping of requirements to functions in RQ2 . Likewise, costto-implement is a factor in the decision to use a technique, so
we determine the industrial partner’s perceptions of this cost
through RQ3 . Note that cost-to-implement may depend on
internals of the feature location technique, such as whether
the technique requires structural information from the source
code. This structural information may, for example, be costprohibitive to obtain. Cost-to-implement must be balanced
with performance to form a decision about which technique
to use. We study this balance in RQ4 .

B. Methodology
The methodology of our study is to 1) implement the two
techniques in the context of the cost estimation tool, 2) test
both techniques against an benchmarking dataset and 3) to
survey the industrial partner based on the experience using
these different techniques. Note that since this study is a
component of an ongoing commercial project, our survey
must not be intrusive to the industrial partner, and it must
not slow development. Thus, a standard cross-validation user
study involving dozens of programmers is not viable. Instead,
we design the survey such that the industrial partner is blind
to the techniques he evaluates, to avoid a potential bias.
The survey design for RQ1 is as follows. First, we execute
each feature location technique to obtain a top-ten list of
function points in the source code that map to each feature
described as text in the requirements documents. Next, we
built an online survey that presents a feature description to the
industrial partner, along with function points from the source
code. The function points are the same function points in the
top-ten lists from the feature location tools, but the survey
does not indicate which function point was recommended by
which technique. The survey then allows the industrial partner
to select whether or not the function is relevant to the feature.
The survey continues showing feature descriptions and
function points to the partner until all features are evaluated.
However, due to time constraints we ask the partner to exit
the survey after 30 minutes.
We answered RQ2 by testing both algorithms against a
mapping of requirements to functions for an open source
benchmarking dataset. The dataset does not map requirements
to function points so we are forced to map requirements to
functions rather than function points in this evaluation. The
requirements were taken from the JavaScript specification. We
ran both algorithms on all requirements in the specification.
For each requirement we extracted a set of relevant functions.
Each function had a score that was returned by Lucene. We
normalized this score by dividing the score by the score of
the highest-scoring function. We filtered all functions with a
normalized score of less than 0.5. The minimum score is adjustable. We use SRCML [38] to creat an XML representation
of the source tree. We then parsed the SRCML representation
to extract individual functions and to generate the call graph
for use by PageRank.
We used a custom Lucene analyzer for the requirement text
and another analyzer for the java source code. Both analyzers
filtered whitespace and punctuation tokens. Both analyzers
also filtered out english stop words such “a” and “the”. The
source code analyzer filtered out Java stop words such as “int”
and “if.” The requirement text analyzer did not. We measured
two metrics: precision and recall. Precision is the percentage
of correct functions returned by the algorithm. Recall is the
percentage of all correct functions for the requirement that the
algorithm returned. We filtered out empty requirements from
both the benchmarking dataset and the returned dataset. Empty
requirements include sections that have no text themselves but

have several subsections.
We use a brief qualitative interview approach [39] to answer
RQ3 . We ask the industrial partner questions related to the
inputs of the feature location techniques (e.g., textual or structural data), to determine the perceived difficulty of obtaining
those inputs for the typical use case of the cost estimation
tool. In addition, we ask questions related to the difficulty of
the specific tools. For reproducibility, we provide the exact
list of questions in Table I. However, note that we used these
questions as a starting point for conversation, and do not limit
our qualitative results to specific answers to these questions.
The chief evidence to answer RQ4 is the decision that the
industrial partner makes regarding the feature location technique. We provide discussion and recommendations related to
this decision based on the qualitative interview process.
C. Subject Application
The subject application of the survey is a control program
for an aviation training simulator. The program is written in
Ada. It includes over 200K SLOC in 253 files and over 3000
functions. The software has a development and usage history
spanning over 20 years. The system is not classified, but is
closed-source and confidential.
The subject application for the benchmarking dataset is
the open-source Rhino JavaScript engine 1 , developed by
the Mozilla Foundation. Rhino is is typically used to add
JavaScript functionality to applications and is the default
JavaScript engine for J2SE 6. It is written in Java and contains
over 6K SLOC in over 1300 functions and 129 files.
D. Threats to Validity
Like any study, this work contains possible threats to
validity. One threat is the subject application. Different results
are possible on different systems. We attempted to mitigate this
threat by using a representative example of the programs for
which the cost estimation tool will be used. Unfortunately, due
to legal and practical constraints, we were unable to conduct
the study on additional subjects. However, as research by our
industrial partner continues, we believe we can verify our
finding against additional subjects.
Another threat is that we only used one benchmarking
dataset to support our conclusions. The dataset mapped requirements to functions rather than function points. Other
1 https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Mozilla/Projects/Rhino

TABLE I
S URVEY Q UESTIONS
1
2
3
4
5

Question
What is your opinion on the difficulty extracting, and availability of,
text data in the source code?
Would you expect to be able to extract structural information for all
source code you use as input to the cost estimator?
Would you expect to be able to compile all that source code?
Did you encounter any unexpected challenges in building the text
corpus for the techniques?
Given what you know now, which feature location technique do you
expect to use for the cost estimator?

datasets or a dataset that mapped requirements to function
points could yield different results. We used a staticallygenerated call graph when applying PageRank to this dataset.
This call graph is potentially incomplete. It may not contain
indirect function calls that come from outside the program
itself. The number of calls from one method to another
may be governed by the nature of the input supplied to the
program. We discuss indirect function calls in more detail in
section VIII-C.
Finally, only one expert from the industrial partner was
able to participate in the study. Other experts may have
different conclusions. Nevertheless, our study depicts an actual
scenario, and the reality is that one expert may be relied upon
to make key decisions. Our caveat is that the results of our
study may vary depending on setting; the intent of this study is
to provide an example of one experience using feature location
in practice.
VII. E VALUATION R ESULTS
In this section, we present the results of the evaluation of
our approach.
A. RQ1 : Relevance of Function Points
We found statistically-significant evidence that the combination of Lucene and PageRank produced more relevant function
points than Lucene alone. The average relevance score for
the combination of Lucene and PageRank was 2.7 where as
the average score for Lucene alone was 2.37. To determine
statistical significance, we used the Mann-Whitney test by
posing hypothesis H1 :
H1
The difference between the relevance of the results
produced by combining Lucene with PageRank and
using Lucene alone is not statistically significant.
We rejected this hypothesis based on the results of the
Mann-Whitney test shown in Table III. An α value of 0.05
means that the difference between the samples was statistically
significant; the results produced by combining Lucene and
PageRank were more relevant by a statistically significant
margin.
B. RQ2 : Benchmarking Dataset
We found that combining Lucene with PageRank increased
precision while decreasing recall when compared to Lucene
alone on the independent data set. Lucene alone returned a
precision of 53.5% and a recall of 0.8%. Lucene with PageRank returned a precision of 75.5% and a recall of 0.42%. To
shed more light on why recall is low we reran the experiment
with multiple minimum confidence scores between 0.5 and 0
to determine how the relevant functions were distributed. The
following table hosws the results.
Recall increases as the minimum score decreases, but the
largest increase occurs between minimum scores of 0.05 and
0. This suggests that many of the relevant functions score very
poorly with Lucene. Applying PageRank promotes certain
relevant functions but leaves many behind.

C. RQ3 : Cost of Implementation
We found that both techniques were easily deployable by the
industrial partner. The industrial partner believed that the most
difficult aspect was placing the extracted text data in context,
e.g., determining if a package is a utility package as opposed
to project-specific code. The industrial partner believed both
techniques could be generalized to a wide range of projects.
D. RQ4 : Cost / Performance Balance
We found that the combination of Lucene and PageRank
gave the most relevant results while imposing minimal overhead. The PageRank algorithm can be run once and the data
reloaded as many times as necessary. The industrial partner
chose to use this combination for cost estimation.
VIII. C ONCLUSIONS & L ESSONS L EARNED
In this section we discuss the distinct requirements as well
as potential pitfalls of using an approach of this kind in an
industrial as opposed to an academic environment.
A. Industrial Requirements
We identified four key industrial requirements for feature
location approaches separate from the usual requirements
present in an academic research setting. We derive these
requirements from our observations and discussions with our
industrial partner. This list is not exhaustive but will hopefully
provide guidance for others seeking to use feature location in
industry.
It was not practical for us to use dynamic feature location
approaches for this project. These approaches depend on
TABLE II
R ESULTS FOR A RANGE OF MINIMUM SCORE VALUES .
Method
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank
Lucene
Lucene+PageRank

Minimum Score
0.50
0.50
0.45
0.45
0.40
0.40
0.35
0.35
0.30
0.30
0.25
0.25
0.20
0.20
0.15
0.15
0.10
0.10
0.05
0.05
0.00
0.00

Precision
53.56%
75.24%
52.21%
71.25%
49.89%
67.92%
47.56%
64.01%
46.48%
59.31%
44.65%
54.44%
41.84%
50.71%
39.63%
46.68%
37.32%
42.88%
33.60%
38.10%
28.44%
28.38%

Recall
0.88%
0.43%
1.12%
0.52%
1.46%
0.62%
1.91%
0.79%
2.56%
1.04%
3.41%
1.40%
4.62%
2.01%
6.50%
3.03%
9.65%
4.96%
15.88%
9.54%
43.42%
43.32%

TABLE III
S TATISTICAL SUMMARY. M ANN -W HITNEY TEST VALUES ARE U , Uexpt , AND Uvari . D ECISION CRITERIA ARE Z, Zcrit , AND p.
RQ

Metric

H

RQ1

Relevance

H1

Approach
Lucene with Page Rank
Lucene

Samples
99
90

x̃
3.000
2.000

running the program and comparing execution traces to determine which code executes when a given feature is enabled.
These approaches are complex because they rely on examining
a running program which often requires support from the
underlying hardware. In this case the underlying hardware
was a twenty-year-old aircraft simulator for which we do not
have documentation. Moreover, the need to regularly rerun
the feature location algorithm as the project changes and new
requirements are proposed makes it impractical to have a
dedicated engineer constantly running program traces on the
aircraft simulator Therefore we were restricted to textual and
static feature location approaches..
It should be possible to explain the algorithm to new
programmers who are responsible for using it and reporting on
its results. Since programmers rotate in and out of industrial
positions this algorithm will likely be in place long after the
people who chose to use it have left. It should be possible to
explain the algorithm to project managers who will use the
data returned by the algorithm to prioritize work and make
other decisions relating to the project. Finally, auditors and
investigators who are omnipresent in the public sector will
need to be able to understand the algorithms and the decisions
resulting from its output in order to assess whether those
decisions were correct. This does not mean that industrial
environments are constrained to only the most basic algorithms
but it does mean that potential users should be aware that they
will need to explain the approach on a regular basis.
The use case for our approach involves estimating the
complexity of new requirements and changes to proposed or
existing requirements rather than simply dividing the program
up into logical components. This means that the algorithm
must run in a timely manner as it will be run often. It is
acceptable to obtain a “worse” result if it means that the
approach runs faster. This requirement also means that the
algorithm must not need to be manually tuned as the project
requirements change.
As time goes on and a project evolves certain components
may be written in different languages. Occasionally the whole
project will be rewritten to take advantage of a new language
or environment. The algorithm our industrial partner chose
needs only a call graph to be able to generate scores. It does
not need to run the program and examine it while running. It
does not need to parse the source code beyond generating a
call graph and extracting the bodies of functions. It also gains
an advantage in portability from being written in JAVA; it can
be applied in any environment with a JVM. This is not to say
that our approach can be run on any environment as-is, only
that it can be done with a small of effort. Much of the work
can be done by reusing other tools or code.

µ
2.707
2.378

Vari.
1.373
1.788

U

Uexpt

Uvari

Z

Zcrit

p

5163

4455

129005

1.971

1.645

0.024

B. Precision and Recall
The algorithms we tested returned high precision but very
low recall when run against the open source benchmarking
dataset. This means that a large percentage of the results
were relevant to the requirement, but that there were a large
number of relevant results that our approach did not return.
This effect could be partially attributed to issues with the
call graph such as indirection and outside function calls not
being recognized. Another possibility is that the functions in
the program are not similar to the requirement text because
the functions concern the internal operations of the program
whereas the requirements document we use is a specification
separate from the program and produced by a different party.
Existing research places more importance on recall than
precision [40], [41]. In spite of these issues our industrial
partner chose to use the algorithm with the higher precision
and lower recall. This algorithm is still being used for feature
location today. The reason is that the cost estimates that
will ultimately result from these algorithms will be used to
create budgets and to allocate resources for future projects.
Resources can include specialists such as programmers or
testers as well as specialized equipment for manipulating or
testing certain features of a project. These resources tend
to be more expensive to allocate than programmers in the
open market or off-the-shelf equipment. In this context every
resource allocation must be justifiable as resulting from correct
data, meaning that it is more important for the function points
returned by an algorithm to be correct than it is for the
algorithm to return all the correct function points.
These issues carry additional implications when designing
programs for the public sector. The firm that produces programs for use by government agencies cannot overestimate
the cost of a proposed project. Doing so can result in their bid
being rejected as too expensive when the correct bid would
have been accepted. Over-allocating resources to a government
project can result in allegations of waste and mismanagement
of funds, resulting in investigations where the contractor must
account for every component of their estimate. Therefore
it is even more important that cost estimates be based on
correct function points rather than the estimate containing
every correct function point.
It is possible that these results do not reflect how many of
the relevant functions our approach returned in the context of
programs produced by our industrial partner. The requirements
for these programs are much more specific as they describe the
exact operation of the program. The requirements use much
of the same terminology for buttons and screen names that
appears in the source code. We are unable to present a verbatim
example from the industrial dataset as the requirements are

sensitive, but consider the following hypothetical requirement
that contains a similar amount of detail and format:
The “A” key shall invoke do_add. If
play_sounds is set to true then it shall
also send PLAY_SOUND_ADD to the asynchronous
event service. If logging_flag is set to true then
it shall send KEY_A followed by CALL_DO_ADD
to the logging service.
Now consider this requirement taken from the JavaScript
specification:
15.5.4.16 String.prototype.toLowerCase ( ) If
this object is not already a string, it is converted to
a string. The characters in that string are converted
one by one to lower case. The result is a string value,
not a String object.
The characters are converted one by one. The
result of each conversion is the original character,
unless that character has a Unicode lowercase equivalent, in which case the lowercase equivalent is used
instead.
The requirement is not as tightly bound to the source code as
the previous hypothetical requirement. JavaScript requirements
may contain pseudocode that specifies the exact behavior
of a JavaScript library method but it does not require the
implementation to use the same naming conventions as the
pseudocode.
C. Limitations
We identified four limitations of our approach that could
affect its accuracy or keep it from being easily generalized to
all programming languages and environments. The first is that
utility packages can inflate cost estimates. Utility packages
contain code that is not relevant to the project domain. They
tend to appear near the top of function point lists because they
are called by all parts of the program. To ensure that utility
packages are not inflating the number of function points, the
user must either remove them from the call graph or exclude
them from the returned list of function points.
Our implementation has no way of detecting deprecated
code without either support from the language such as the
“@depricated” annotation in Java or feedback from the user.
This could present a problem if the function point list is
used to inform developers that are implementing new features.
A developer could inadvertently implement a change request
using deprecated code since that was what appeared in the
function point list. Alternatively, deprecated code could inflate
the function point list if certain function points use new code
and other function points use deprecated code. The function
point list would then have multiple functions for the same task.
The algorithms we chose cannot detect indirect function
calls such as those made through function pointers or anonymous functions. Indirect function calls were not part of the
Ada standard used by the industrial partner, so we did not

add support for them. Indirect function calls are common to
programs with a plugin architecture where plugins register
themselves by passing pointers to their component functions.
The component functions are then called by the main program
when necessary. The call graph builder must recognize that a
library is being loaded from runtime and that certain functions
are being requested. It must then find the appropriate source
code that maps to that library and combine that call graph with
the call graph of the main application.
Indirect function calls are also common to libraries that
use callback functions. Examples include event handlers for
GUI libraries such as Java Swing and entry points for new
threads in libraries such as Pthreads. In these cases, a function
pointer is passed to be executed by the library at some later
time. Unless the source code of the library is available, the
call graph builder cannot know exactly which function will
call the function pointer; it could be the function to which it
was passed or some other function. In cases where the source
code to the library is unavailable, the user can assume that the
function pointer will be called by the function to which it is
passed. This assumption should not affect the complexity of
the project and the resulting cost estimates. A call graph that
does not contain indirect function calls will be incomplete. The
function point list will also be incomplete and any PageRank
scores will be invalid.
Finally, our implementation is unable to generate a call
graph of projects that are made up of components written
in multiple programming languages without extra effort. A
builder must first be built to create a call graph for the new
language, but it must also be built to recognize how the
two languages interact. A simple case involves recognizing
functions defined as extern ”C” to allow C++ to call functions
written in C. Another simple case involves calling assembly
routines from C. Both of these cases allow the caller to simply
address the function by name and the call graph is complete
when the two call graphs are merged. More complex cases
such as the Java Native Interface (JNI) load the binary version
of the component at run time and call methods on an object
that calls the target function inside the binary component.
The call graph builder must first identify these calls and then
must locate the callee in the call graph of the containing
component. This way, the call graph is guaranteed to point to
the appropriate function in cases where multiple components
have a function with the same name.
Future work will focus on mitigating these risks. One area
of future work is enabling the user to exclude deprecated and
utility packages from function point analysis. We will first
allow the user to manually select packages, but will eventually
progress to suggesting packages to be excluded. Another area
of work is the detection of indirect function calls where the
particular language allows it. This will involve the detection
not only of indirect function calls from within the program, but
detection of function pointers being passed to outside libraries
where it can be inferred that the outside library will then
execute the function.
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